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Abstract: Paula Antonelli (2019) stated that it was up to designers to teach the world
how to use them well. Taking a change-led, research-informed perspective on designed learning, could encourage future designers “to exercise the acute critical sense
that comes from their analytical training in order to help other citizens slow down,
stop, reassess, and continue or change course.” (Antonelli, 2019). The sector, and discipline, has a propensity toward disaggregation, to operate as silos that are defined by
their distinction. This ultimately makes it harder for the world, for citizens, to feel comfortable using design to make change happen. It is an uncertain scenario, one which
has, in a way, created an ideal testing ground for new ideas (Boym, 2010). This paper
sets out and discusses a Design Case, a Restorative Learning Thing, as an example of
how remote design learning might redefine not only the structures for growing and
shaping knowledge, but move beyond inherited notions of disciplinary boundaries
within Creative Higher Education. Critically, this paper describes a Design, one that evidences a replicable structure for a new design learning, which, in turn, raises the need
to develop a learning framework in further support. It describes the origins, rationale,
experience and outcomes of the Design.
Keywords: learning design, participatory learning, design frameworks, preferable futures

1. Introduction
This paper presents a thin slice of a larger body of research that investigated Participatory
Design Learning ‘in the wild’, in multidisciplinary design-led contexts. That larger research
project produced a series of ‘Things’ (Björgvinsson, Ehn, and Hillgren, 2010) that became
Cases, and provided experiential evidence of dialogue tools, processes and theory, as tested
in private sector, and educational settings. The design, delivery and analysis of this Restorative Learning Thing entailed moments of not knowing, and uncertainty, which were only
overcome by an active transformation of the situation; the unpredictable design of the
learning experienced by students, and the knowledge taken from that, was itself a design
process (Löwgren and Stolterman, 2004). Fittingly, design storytelling devices are used in the
experience and in this paper to communicate (Ellis, 2004) the research narrative and learning journey of both learner and author/designer.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International Licence.
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To test and evidence a way of approaching the design of learning, the model applied the research knowledge gained in the larger research project, in anticipation of the shifts in the
sector, and issues that the Design School would address, as it took the lessons learned, forward, beyond the pandemic. Of critical importance were the tools used to deliver, manage
and grow knowledge, and the principles that shaped their application. The Recommendations (Section 8.3) describe characteristics that might inform the design of a conceptual
framework for creating resilient Design Learning and the understanding needed to replicate
this model and continue testing.
Critically, this paper describes that model as design knowledge, as a Design, one that evidences a structure for a new design learning, which, in turn, raises the need to develop a
learning framework in further support. It describes the origins, rationale, experience and
outcomes of the Design. It also points to the current application of the Design within a
Proof-of-Concept Designed Learning Framework.
This paper presents that journey as a Design Case, highlighting the pivotal role that institutioning and infrastructuring play when considering the impact, value and rationale of establishing resilient learning as a culture, as a way-of-working and being in the world, not simply
as a by-product of the learning experience.
The research generated, and the larger project which housed it, is currently informing the
build of new pedagogical and organisational frameworks for the Creative Futures Academy
project at the National College of Art and Design (NCAD), a €10 million Irish Government
funded coalition of Higher Education Institutions, led by NCAD in partnership with Dún
Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design and Technology (IADT) and University College Dublin
(UCD).

2. What is the context for this design?
Abruptly, in 2020, the future arrived. Speculation was mute, the future was now and Design
Schools did change because it had no option. Design critic and author, John Thackara outlined philosopher Joanna Macy’s proposition for a new emerging story, the ‘Great Turning’,
as a profound shift in perception and the realisation that we are part of a complex of living
systems. He describes it as a quietly unfolding transformation (Thackara, 2015).
With the shift from design as object-creation, to design as service for innovation, culminating in design as a service for thinking, private sector design (and the educational component
of it) has been part of the Anthropocene, co-opted by the ‘Capitalocene’ (Davis & Turpin,
2015). Design education and the Design School, as the defining provider of formal, accredited design education, has followed the money (Rodgers & Bremner, 2019). It has introduced
industry-relevant programmes training designers to work in Service Design, Interaction Design, Design Research and so on. It equips students with the formulas industry want. As
Frank ‘Bifo’ Berardi suggests in his essay ‘Autonomy and General Intellect’ (Berardi, 2013)
the crisis of the university was embedded in the inability of modern humanism to cope with
acceleration and complexity, “The university of the past, as we have inherited it from modernity, is unable to deal with networked intelligence”.
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Which could explain why we have, up until this moment, created formulas and followed capital. Another point that Berardi notes, one that echoes Roger & Bremner’s position, is that
the process of privatisation has destroyed the university’s autonomy, and thereby it’s potential to produce knowledge. If design is to be a “cognitive, pragmatic and political tool” (Antonelli, 2019) and take a restorative role in the change, that starts with the Design School.
Shaping learning that supplies the needs of a current system does not encourage change.
Shaping learners that don’t challenge the contexts around them, does not allow for change.
Whilst we have seen the radical reinvention of some traditional institutions such as the Willem de Kooning Academy (Chabot, 2013) and the Sandberg Institute (de Vet, 2020), design
academic Laura Furniss (2015) concluded that the Design School was out-of-touch with industry needs, along with the world’s needs. However, schools which err on the radical side
of learning, that are independent of the restrictions of Universities and established reputations, often reside at the edge without responsibility to reshape the system.
In 2020, it felt like the Design School had moved beyond disruption and entered a near-fatal
crisis. A state where transformation and organisational change could be adopted. Finally design learning could embrace an allocentric position where it could respond to, and act with,
isolation in a fluid way of making and being in the world (Renfro, 2009).

3. What does the activity look like?
The Restorative Learning Thing is a model testing a concept for new creative studio learning
in Art and Design at Undergraduate and Postgraduate level. It may be termed as a model, or
a Design, interchangeably throughout this paper.
It encompassed new learning (type, design and content) within a new delivery structure.
This model ran in the optional ‘Studio+’ year (Level 8) which students elect to do, before
their final year, within their three year Undergraduate degree programme in the School of
Design at NCAD. The model was designed to meet the School of Design objectives of
delivering non-disciplinary, research-led learning for a cross-disciplinary cohort to enhance
their final year projects. The students were coming together for the first time, to work in a
non-physical design studio environment, with new staff, in the midst of a global pandemic,
in September 2020.
The model was tested in this context, in the Studio+ year within the School of Design, in a
new 5 credit Thematic module which had just been introduced. That module was delivered
alongside an existing Professional Scaffolding module (5 credits) and Real World Projects
modules (2 x 10 credits). The school had designated this new Thematic module as an
opportunity to bring all design disciplines together, in a transdisciplinary space, to grow and
share common research practices, thinking and input. As a space, this, as yet, unformed
module was seen as a place to test new delivery and consider future curriculum
development, to use the context of compulsory remote delivery across the institution to
reimagine what design studio learning might look like.
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Testing approaches toward shaping new learning direction, pedagogical and content
structures, materials, a reflective student evaluation tool and staff evaluation/analysis
approach, the Design itself was complex. Table 1 sets out an overview of the Design to
enable understanding, replication and repetition.
Table 1. Outline of the Design - A Restorative Learning Thing
Background to the Design
The Design put learnings from the overarching research project into practice, in
a Design School context. It tested tools, thinking and knowledge from the research project, within a virtual, multi-disciplinary learning environment. It was
the first iteration of a framework for learning and cultural props, proposed
within the bigger research project.
Positioning of the Design
The term restorative design is usually applied to sensory things that keep users
in the present moment, uplift spirits or create a safe space. In the context of developing a new learning model for a cross-disciplinary cohort, coming together
in a disrupted wider environment, to undertake remote, research-led design
studio learning, a restorative approach was vital.
Participants
23 undergraduate students from disciplines across the School of Design - Jewelry, Fashion, Textile Surface Design, Graphic Design, Illustration, Moving Image
Design, Product Design, Interaction Design.
Students were required to undertake this module alongside another 2 modules
in that trimester to achieve their 30 credit requirement. There were 65 (approx.) students in the year group, they had a choice between 3 projects offered
for the Thematics module. Students self-selected a project, based on an introductory presentation from the 3 staff members (who had responded to an Expression of Interest with a proposed project for that trimester).
Delivery
Trimester 1 2020/21
12 weeks learning & teaching
1 day p/wk contact time (100hr student effort hours)
100hrs staff delivery
3 guest speakers (15hrs)
Objectives of the Design
Developing critical, creative thinking that can be applied to real-world, future
contexts. Through Participatory Design practices, Design Research (Action Research) and a Phenomenological underpinning (along with other relevant paradigms), students developed their abilities to read, understand and tell stories of
place which could frame their actions as future designers.
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The Design Challenge
1. Translating. Taking participatory methods used within real-life experiences into a digital space, for remotely based groups members to work
together.
2. Familiarity. Young learners who did not know each other, had no experience of working in an transdisciplinary context and had not worked with
a design research brief (or been set specific knowledge sharing and
management challenges) before.
3. Differentiation and Commoning. Disciplinary distinction in knowledge
levels and type. The school indicated in advance that Jewelry, Surface
Textile Design, Fashion had struggled to move from physical making &
thinking to remote/digital learning in the previous trimester during first
lockdown. Product Design and Interaction Design had depth with digital
tools, Participatory approaches to activity and Design Research.
Graphics, Illustration and Moving Image struggle to connect research
skills learning if not linked to an actual project.
Design Approach
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Root learning in a physical, individual experience to provide tangible
start-point from which to grow, test and explore new ways-of-working.
Create flexible scheduling of learning and ways to work and collaborate
collectively on time-based activities rather than at activities at set times.
Design an accessible ‘guiding voice’ for the learning experience e.g. visual/audio guides & supports, virtual artefacts and texts.
Introduce learning experiences in advance of the weekly sessions using
audio walk-throughs, accompanied by visually led PDFs and text-based
documents to meet different VAKT learning needs.
Prepare schedules weekly – to allow for adaptation and for learning to
follow students needs – and to create a sense of ‘anticipation’ and excitement that happens in a real studio experience.
Populate classroom folders (audio guides, talks, presentations etc.) in
advance of each session to allow time for students to view prior.
Develop a common, recognisable language for learning activities, challenges and asks that helps students to orientate across the weeks
Balance learning experience across the weeks to incorporate elements
that allow students to design as rehearsal, to work off-stage, to work
on-stage with groups and cohort, and cool-down points where they can
reflect on the work undertaken.
Weave conversations, speakers and research resources strategically
across the learning.
Build a tangible connection across group and individual learning, critical
reflection and self-reflection.

Design Rationale
Instead of trying to replicate the experience of studio learning, online, the
knowledge learners needed was delivered using a range of methods, modes and
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approaches. The learning objective was to define ‘change stories’, which seeded
the notion that they might apply that to themselves, to change how they
worked, thought and behaved.
The School of Design specifically asked for the learning and project not to produce a tangible outcome, for it to be designed as a learning experience in itself.
Design – the Learning Process
A set of weekly ‘briefs’ (as text-based documents and PDFs) with recorded audio
walk-throughs, resources/reference folders (on Dropmark) accompanied activity
spaces built in the digital studio classroom on Miro. Groups worked in their own
studio rooms (as separate Miro spaces) on their individual activities.
An informal ‘speaker’ programme – talks shared with the other two courses/cohorts in the module – and interviews and structured activities that took place in
digital studios/classrooms as groups or studio classes. In combination, the
speakers and conversational audio walkthroughs created a soundtrack to individual practices of working, allowing students to pull out whatever was pertinent to their project trajectories, existing knowledge or needs. It also encouraged learning through ‘active listening’.
Design Evaluation and Analysis
Evaluation happened at a student and learning level within the Design, and as
an evaluative analysis approach to understanding the headlines around impact,
value and effectiveness as a Design. Heads of Departments took part in the evaluation of the Design, and co-created the impact routes. Developing and testing
a co-created evaluation approach, as part of delivering learning within the design, may a first step to infrastructuring this or any model.

4. What does that look like in practice?
Design is a non-linear, iterative process. While some design advocates and thinkers regularly
point to engineering design models of rigid, gated and sequential process-based paths, or
the UK Design Council’s conveniently neat ‘Double Diamond’ as an accurate description of
the design process, it is Sanders and Stappers (2008) messy representation of the design
process that perhaps, best, describes the designing of learning.
As a reflective designer, my practice is rooted in using personal experience and perspective
to understand the research positioning (Goldschmidt 1977), and the Design presented within
this paper does indeed question ‘my people’, design educators, and ‘my culture’, design
learning, it was very much a self-ethonographic (Hayano, 1979) exercise. However, Reflexive
Design assumes that neither the problem nor the possible solutions are given, but are actually created in the process of designing. In contrast, with this Design and context, the problems were known. Over the past decade my professional practice as a design educator, researcher and practitioner, my work has creatively addressed the problems in design learning
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within the Design School and private sector. Subsequently, the body of research around this
Design was a problem-based investigation. It investigated how a framework for new design
learning might be developed and applied within academic and professional contexts. This
Design was a first model of that.

4.1 Creating a frame for the design
The Design is underpinned by Rachael Luck’s definition of what makes participation in design, participatory design (Luck, 2018) which led to the creation of a set of principles, to Huybrecht’s (2014) delineation of Participatory Design process which led to a set of criteria for
learning, and to four phases of work-based design learning - identified during a Personal Inventory exercise undertaken with professional creatives to uncover where and how they
learned, at work – as shown in Table 2 below. Figure 1, overleaf, details what principles, criteria and Phases applied to the Design.
Table 2. Framing the Design
Participatory Design Learning Principles
1. Empower Communities of Practice. By finding ways to give a voice to those
who may be invisible or weaker in the organisational or community power
structures.
2. Situate Design. Through working directly with people to understand actions
actually in, ‘in the wild’ settings.
3. Foster Mutual Design Learning. By designing and testing tools and methods
that not only encourage but enhance the understanding and learning of participants - through finding common ground and common ways of working within
the context.
4. Design and test Tools and Techniques. That actually, in practical, concrete,
specific situations, helped different participants to communicate their
knowledge, vision and role/contribution.
Criteria For Learning
Enhance conversation
between multidisciplinary team members
within the context of a
project.

Increase the impact and
role of interviews, and
the data gathered
therein, on how projects
develop.

Build out from conventional communication of
research findings to
move beyond storytelling and toward storying.

Phases of Learning
Rehersal

Off-stage

On-stage

Cool-down
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The larger research project, within which this Design sits, is built upon a set of guiding principles, adapted from those outlined in Richert and Allen’s article on ‘Design as critical engagement in and for education’ (2017). These principles shaped the Design, it’s learning content
and the delivery of the learning. They are:
1. Design is anticipatory in the sense that it aims to conceive possible futures and
to create new, viable options of action (Zamenopoulos & Alexiou, 2007).
2. Design raises the question of ‘what might be’ or ‘could be’ instead of only responding to what is (Zamenopoulos & Alexiou, 2007).
3. Design focuses on the “ultimate particular“ (Stolterman, 2008), in that it (a) aims
to respond to a unique situation, and (b) thereby aims to develop a solution
with specific functions and characteristics, which may not work or be relevant in
another context or application.
4. Design is a form of conversation with all actors involved in the ‘thing’ created artefacts, methods, tools, concepts, prototypes and products as well as the
stakeholders (Antonelli, 2019 and Cross, 1999).
5. Ideas relevant to design are co-creations and co-owned - they do not just exist
in the designer’s mind but are developed, tested and made tangible in conversation with all other actors involved (Cross, 1999).
6. Design arises from a position of not-knowing, and uncertainty - the situation
and/or brief, as well as the change being created, are essentially uncertain, and
as such ‘the design’ is identified and shaped by the process of the designing, in
itself (Huybrechts, 2014 and Zamenopoulos & Alexiou, 2007).

4.2 The delivery of the design
The challenge of understanding design learning is a wicked problem (Buchanan, 1992), and
this Design addressed that through a range of approaches, but predominantly through the
application of a Design Based Research (DBR) (Collins, 1992 and Brown,1992). Figures 1-8
visually communicate the delivery with detailed annotations within each image and in the
captions. These figures provide an overview, samples of pedagogical content, some details
of the tools and prompts utilised, and samples of communication and learning activities
within the Design.
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A Restorative Learning Thing

Project problem/barrier & participatory response
To introduce research-led thinking to a multidisciplinary cohort,
that encouraged them to work across disciplinary boundaries
and develop new forms of structuring their designerly thinking
within future projects.
In this newly developed module, disciplinary knowledge was not
as important as developing critical, creative thinking that can be
applied to real-world contexts in the future. Through Participatory
Design practices, Design Research (Action Research) and with
learning around Phenomenology (and other relevant paradigms),
students developed their abilities to read, understand and tell
stories of place which could frame their actions as future designers.
Aim
To support students developing ‘tools for engagement’ which
would not only enable them to effectively communicate stories in
this project effectively but give them a foundation and changed
perspective in their continued studies, which they’d bring into the
future workplace.
Programme objectives
•
•
•
•

Generate a collective narrative about, and of, ‘place’ that enhances understanding of design in context
Encourage responsibility for what is immediate - systems, contexts, implications of actions
Create designerly connections between place and people, with each other, and the wider context
Understand the implications of design on place
Learning objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building ways of working as opposed to skills-based learning.
Developing empathy and awareness of ‘place’.
Understanding what place means and how it manifests in behaviour, actions, decisions and consequences.
Growing a sense of what brings people together, when we are all,increasingly, apart.
Shaping ‘tools for engagement’.
Establishing collaboration techniques that can be put in place in multidisciplinary settings from early stages
of design project-time, all the way through use-time.
Understanding the needs of teams, users, place and contexts within a project.
Ability to transition from macro to micro views of problems.

Date & Duration
Autumn trimester
October 2020 - January 2021

Participatory Design Principles

8 weeks of learning

3. Foster Mutual Design Learning by designing and testing tools and
methods that not only encourage but
enhance the understanding and learning

Methods

ground and common ways of working
within the context.

Value Opportunity Analysis,
Unobtrusive Measuring,
Touchstone Tours, Think
Aloud Protocol, Task Analysis,
Storyboards, Scenarios, Scenario
Description Swimlanes, Thematic
Networks, Interviews, Mind
Mapping

4. Design and test Tools and Techniques
- that actually, in practical, concrete,
participants to communicate their
knowledge, vision and role/contribution.

Phase of Learning
REHEARSAL

Criteria for Learning
(a)
enhance dialogues between
multidisciplinary team members
within the context of a project
(b)
increase the impact and role of
interviews, and the data gathered
therein, on how projects develop
(c)
build out from conventional
communication of research
storytelling and toward storying.

Activity
Successfully translating the learnings and activities developed in Cycle 1 into digital, or non-tangible, tools was
critical to the delivery of this activity
•
Objects/tools become canvases designed to collect and shape conversations.
•
Workshops become designed sequence of exercises run in one studio space - verbal or visual prompts are key.
•
Conversations and dialogues to share knowledge become discussion prompts.
•
Facilitation becomes audio walk-throughs recorded so it can be listed to, as, when and repeatedly.
•
Guides and structures are similar in both - but needs more multi-sensory support for digital.
•
Accessible knowledge sharing i.e.. everybody has access to support research, interviews etc. and can interpret
them as they wish.

Knowledge/value generation observations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The project was about changing how to see the world, immediately seeded the idea that they could make changes in
how they worked, learned and behaved.
The learning was rooted in a physical, individual experience that provided them with a direct and tangible context to
then translate - this acted as a bridge between real/normal pre-pandemic learning and current remote only model.
Multidisciplinary groups required a spectrum of approaches (sensory delivery as well as content delivery).
Flexible timing but detailed activities that were time-boxed -allowed students to re-visit or pick-up.
Using a common language for activities that was recognisable at a glance created equity in the learning.
Followed a rhythm of learning phases - rehearsal, off-stage, on-stage and cool-down learning across the days and
weeks.
Pre-loaded classroom with audio guides, talks, presentations etc., and schedule in advance -allowed students to revisit or pick-up.
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Figure 1. A Restorative Learning Thing – Delivery Overview. The Design was packaged for presentation to the school upon completion. As a delivery overview, this ‘sheet’ reports the core elements of the learning, including the problem area(s) it addressed, aims, learning objectives,
the methods provided for use in the learning experience, the principles and criteria from Table 1. (section 2.1) that were applied to shape this Design, an activity summary, and observations made during the delivery of the Design.
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John
Thackara

Programme Brief
Without prescribed, tangible outcomes,
this thematic learning brief was designed
to read more like an open project pitch.

NCAD Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

@johnthackara

Suzanne E Martin
martins@staff.ncad.ie

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

From Oil Age to Soil Age:
Design at the Service of Place
MONDAY 9th November 2020
11am
https://zoom.us/j/97472808551?pwd=azhxSW9qa3lKeFJpMDQrRmZWZzBrdz09

‘Into the Unknown’ exhibition, Barbican, London, UK, 2017
Photography by Dan Tobin Smith

Shaping the Learning
Critically, the learning was generated
by a range of voices across the
Trimester. A key ‘guest speaker’
presentation and discussion kicked
off the programme, followed by two
critical conversations with industry

Place. Placed - displaced. Know your place. In your place.
Place-making. Time and place.
AIM: designing tangible communication
Investigate tools for engaging in conversations
about ‘Place’ through the development of design
thinking and doing, within a communications (in
the broadest sense) approach.

As designers we have a role to play in shaping the world that is
changing around us. We have the creative skills to think, to be
and to do things differently. We have responsibility to speak up,
and speak out. You have a voice.

No matter your discipline, understanding
the narratives around ‘Place’, is crucial to
negotiating your design place, within wider
society and industry.

The word ‘place’ is loaded with connotations and implications.
It means something very different to everybody, and now, in

OBJECTIVES:
Shape storytelling methods, tangible
dialogue tools and narratives that
enhance conversations
Develop ways-of-working
Grow collaboration techniques that can be
put into play in future projects and real world
contexts
Understand what brings people together,
when we are all, increasingly, apart
Develop empathy and awareness of place
Know what place means and how it
manifests in behaviour, actions, decisions
and consequences
LEARNING STRUCTURE:
Each Monday there will be a design challenge,
supported by a set of informal audio prompts,
interviews & conversations. A dynamic series
of guest lectures create the provocation for
thinking throughout the programme.
DELIVERABLES:
You will create some, or all, of the following:
a manifesto, a design toolkit, a speculative
design proposition, a journal, or something
as yet unimagined...

Sam
Doyle

Niran
Vinod

The Modern Fairytale
MONDAY 7th December 2020
13.30-14.50

from the perspective of social media,
and from an diversity & inclusivity
perspective. A Digital Comms expert
created sequenced presentations,
contributed to feedback and joined
studio sessions.
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NCAD Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

@johnthackara

The Modern Fairytale part.2
MONDAY 14th December 2020
11.00-12.30
Colin Kaepernick and team-mates ‘taking the knee’, 2018

Trying to get into the Emerald City, The Wizard of Oz, 1939

environmental, political and deep-rooted equality issues, ‘place’
is front and centre in all that we do.
Where we are, who we are and what that means has been
foregrounded. Our world, now, at this point in 2020, is not
the world we hoped it would be when we started this year in
January. So it is our place, as designers to imagine a better one,
to take responsibility, individually, and create action, collectively.
As Paula Antonelli sets out in the introduction essay to Broken
Nature, XXII Triennale di Milano, 2019, design is not only an actor
in building the foundation of our ‘civilisation’ and the artefacts
that sustain, articulate and bear witness to it, but design also
most modernist and functionalist version, design is hailed as
problem-solving and human-centred, but since humans subsist
under the illusion that survival depends on dominion, it goes
without saying that all design is human-centered in that it touches
all live beings … but cares only about some - humans.” Now, we are
called to move from that position - that has been the status-quo
since the industrial revolution - to a new way of applying, doing,
being and thinking about design and designing. We are asked to
learn, through design, how to widen the view.

Ongoing Support
Across the trimester, input came from different
voices each week - discussing everything from

Working together, as a design collective, creating and
collaborating on the design theme of ‘Place’, this programme

different mediums: audio talks, essays and sets of
online resources on Dropmark.

as designers.

This ensured variety of input, perspectives and also
media, to suit different learners.

A RESTORATIVE LEARNING THING
Diverse voices shape learning
93

Figure 2. A Restorative Learning Thing – How Learning Was Shaped. An overview of the learning content and delivery approach, including the student project brief, the range of media and mediums/tools used to communicate learning, and the diversity of ‘voices’ and type of content
that contributed to the learning experience of students.

Perception
& experience

Suzanne E Martin
martins@staff.ncad.ie

Week 1

Speculation
& Fiction

Suzanne E Martin
martins@staff.ncad.ie

Week 2

Intention &
Authenticity

Suzanne E Martin
martins@staff.ncad.ie

Week 3
Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Cos x Studio Swine, Milan Design Week, 2017

‘Into the Unknown’ exhibition, Barbican, London, UK, 2017
Photography by Dan Tobin Smith, design by Praline

‘Pulling back the curtain’ scene, Wizard of Oz, 1939

but what
why ? is it?
who?
where?
where?
The Medium
& A Message

Suzanne E Martin

Week 4

Suzanne E Martin

Suzanne E Martin

martins@staff.ncad.ie

martins@staff.ncad.ie

Week 5

Week 6

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World
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Weekly Briefs

Suzanne E Martin

Suzanne E Martin

martins@staff.ncad.ie

martins@staff.ncad.ie

Working in an entirely digital space, the learning support

for each weekly session was produced and uploaded for the
day - an element of excitement was created by not publishing
every individual step in the programme up-front.

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Week 7

Week 8

A RESTORATIVE LEARNING THING
Week-by-week focus shifts
95

Figure 3. A Restorative Learning Thing – Focus Shifts. Across the module, weekly briefs were visually
and conceptually provocative, landing in the classroom ahead of each weekly session. This
approach enabled an ‘anticipation’ and excitement often hard to generate or sustain over
longer periods of remote delivery.
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Speculation
& Fiction

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Suzanne E Martin
martins@staff.ncad.ie

10.30 DISCUSSION GROUPS

We’ve looked around, thought about what we are seeing and how we feel about it.

Come together in your groups and work collaboratively to discuss, break down and
progress ideas of the objects, activities, stories, key words etc. 1hr+ group activity

Let’s take that somewhere, let’s open up our perspective and experience to change
how others might look, think and see.

Week 2

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Speculation & Fiction

See ‘groups list’ document for your group
Please run your own meetings - be inclusive, be open to others ways and pace of thinking & doing

morning

Work with one object/story from each person - bring the discussion together on a group board

10am LISTEN TO MEETING AUDIO

Discussion points:

10.30 DISCUSSION GROUPS (group 1hr+) - group mapping, brainstorming, ideation

•
•
•
•
•

11.45 CONTEXTUAL FRAMING ACTIVITY (1hr+) - read, listen, watch content in the links and explore
beyond these https://drp.mk/JWShSpwTh

afternoon
14..00 DESIGN FRAMING ACTIVITY (1hr) - individually, bring in learning/thinking from the FRAMING
ACTIVITY to the miro board produced in your group discussion conclusion
15.00 DESIGN POSITIONING ACTIVITY (
io around the object/story developed across the previous activities

Give 2min pitches of your object/story/perspective
What are the headlines these objects/stories talk about
Are there commonalities
Who are they talking to - what are they saying - why are they saying it
What are the technology/interaction (human, machine, environment) needs that would allow the object (s) to communicate the story fully

•
•

-

commonalities
Are there precedents for this kind of imagined object/purpose - can you think of any examples of
ways it’s been done, could be done

Outcome:

TAKE-AWAY ACTIVITY contextual positioning - ‘communication as an agent of change’ presentations,
Alex Calder

•
•

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

one ‘working’ board with images of objects, headlines, commonalities, etc.
notes, precedents etc.

Week 2

Week 2

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

‘Pulling back the curtain’ scene, Wizard of Oz, 1939

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

11.45 CONTEXTUAL FRAMING ACTIVITY

14.00 DESIGN FRAMING ACTIVITY

Having used the discussion activity to help build-out your collective thinking
around what you found, observed, and brought forward from wk1, this framing
activity provides some context (theory and design) for where that could go.

Having framed some of the ideas [that were thrown around in your group discussion] with investigation into speculative design and different practices, the aim
of this short activity is to bring some of that knowledge back to the group/board.
30min activity

The intention of this activity is to generate knowledge, precedents, of how others
use similar material to think/provoke change, and to place what you’re doing in a
bigger design context 1hr+ activity

15.00 DESIGN FICTION ACTIVITY
1hr activity

comfortable contributing
some directions and design ideas

Design prompts:
•

Design prompts:
you understand the rationale for each of the references I’ve linked to.

•

These are a start-point and by no means a summary of all relevant references,
there’s plenty of room to explore

•
•

https://drp.mk/JWShSpwTh

•
•
•
•

Look at your notes of what stood out from the contextual framing references
investigation
are there interesting aspects of some of the projects, talks, texts that could help
tell the story of your group object

interested in
Outcome:

•
comments or adding texts/images to associated items).
You might create a list or document that the group all co-edit live.
You might create a 1 page moodboard style PDF that you circulate within your
group to be tagged with comments by the others.

•
•

Week 2

Studio+
A Place in the Changing World

TAKE AWAY ACTIVITY
Communication as an agent for change - Alex Calder
2 x 30min presentations

As we are working with objects and speculating about

miro board(s) of group development/thinking
group PDF/clip/storyboard/visual/poster/cartoon/screenplay/poem/musings/
ramblings of draft scenario concept

Week 2

Speculation
& Fiction

change this week, she has put together a couple of
presentations to introduce the idea of, and way that,
storytelling works in the wild, beyond the Design
School discipline.

Week 2

Weekly Briefs
A common language was developed for
the learning activities, that remained
consistent across the trimester to help
learners feel comfortable navigating a
new style of learning, and new design
directions.
It created a visually coherent and legible
digital classroom, which allowed learners
to easily access and review materials,
and learning, across the sessions as we
progressed.

It touches on power and empowerment, positioning
& transparency, practice and protocols of
communication through a series of ‘case studies’
on brands looking through the lens of their comms
platforms and ways-of-working.
PART I
Communication and its discontents

design dialogue/conversation, setting
Build a plot-line or script for this scenario
Design characters and interactions with the object, characters and audience
interactions

•

Possible ways of working:

•
•

sion session and board)

“The medium is the message”, Understanding Media: The
Extensions of Man, Marshall McLuhan, 1964

PART II
Stories of Change
No one cares - the challenges of building a brand

Week 2

Above, sample brief
Far left, materials for each weekly session in the digital
classroom

Week 2
Prada, S/S 2021 Milan Fashion Week, Autumn 2020

A RESTORATIVE LEARNING THING
A week in brief
97

Figure 4. A Restorative Learning Thing – What a Session Looked Like. The communication approach
and content were critical to ensuring the virtual studio experience was structured differently
to real-life, but also experienced differently. A typology of learning material that spoke to a
diverse range of learning styles, availability and abilities was delivered as a package across
the range of platforms and media open to us within the institution. This included Dropmark,
Miro, Google Classroom, Google Meet, Whatsapp and Zoom.
ways of working on Miro - digital props & tools

In-studio Working
Learners were already familiar with digital
communication, and working across
different platforms so the migration to
this way of working felt natural despite
the teaching being forced online due to
Covid-19.
Having created the storytelling canvases I
then designed a story box which allowed
groups to add long-form content, but
in a collapsible dialogue box format
- which could be tagged, given due
dates assigned, and coded. The box had
multiple dialogue tabs within it which I
labelled to give learners criteria for the
elements of their storytelling.
Feedback, editing, and comments could
again meant that it was locked into
the canvas and didn’t get accidentally
moved or lost - something that is a
recurring problem with multi-user digital
workspaces.

A RESTORATIVE LEARNING THING
Working in New Ways
103

Figure 5. A Restorative Learning Thing – Collaborating in New Ways. Students used custom-designed
tools on Miro to enable them to co-create thinking remotely, in their groups. The tools and
accompanying activities offered groups visible and open communication approaches which,
it was observed, supported and inspired greater critical interaction in the learning activities
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Digital Props and Tools
Using Miro as the main studio space and
group working space meant that learners
were able to think collectively despite
being remote, and to capture their
discussions visually.
This process was enhanced through
the creation of bespoke canvases, tools
and devices for structuring, as well as
capturing, their thinking.
Most critically, a canvas for storytelling
provided a framework within which
to collectively plot a storyline across
different lanes of activity and functionality
- the canvas held the content (post-its,
text, images) in place even if moved, so
it had a practical function too.

Across the last 4 weeks we worked in
one board as a studio class, and for this I
created elements that provided learners
with common start-points, hid frames to
create the element of anticipation that
one would have in a classroom/workshop,
planned in ice-breakers or break-out
sessions etc. Sessions were organised
across the weeks as full-board swim
lanes allowing everybody visibility of the
development from week to week.
See below.

A RESTORATIVE LEARNING THING
Ways-of-working
101

Figure 6. A Restorative Learning Thing – Virtual Studio. Designing ways for groups to work alongside
each other relied on customized tools being built in Miro, and adaptation of facilitation
techniques to create a dynamic space full of activity. Finding ways or prompts for learners to
look around at what others were doing, in real time, whilst working on their own project
was critical, it required verbal as well as digital tools and choreographed, timed direction
and activities. Working this way, it was observed, enabled a visibility and transparency not
found in a traditional studio working environment, or when different disciplines come together to work on projects.

Using the Miro boards as the
location for iterative input and
ongoing conversations led
naturally to guests coming
in to be part of those critical
conversations.

Communication and Feedback Loops
There is the thought, in digital or social
media communications, that you can be
more effective if you meet your users
where they already are i.e.. instead of
trying to migrate them to a new platform
or different place to experience your
message, use the apps/tools they are
already on. This logic was applied to the
programme.
Input, feedback and conversations took
place on the Miro boards, and ranged
from post-it note conversations with
students, to comments, to chat stream
conversations or general sharing of links
& references for me/them to look at.
The openness of the dialogues made it
easy for both parties to be part of, and
also allowed other students to see the
discussions happening in other groups.

Right, a sample conversation
with Alex Calder who was
invited to look around the
group boards and give some
input. We did this as a text
chat so that it was permanent,
recorded, and visible. It was
also effective because it could
be done outwith contact hours
or studio time, which gave
part of the learning support.

A RESTORATIVE LEARNING THING
Meeting learners where they are
99

Figure 7. A Restorative Learning Thing – Social Communication. Finding ways to make interaction
with the students less formal helped to find a new way for creating a studio community and
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culture. One guest lecture came into the chat stream in Miro to ‘talk’ about the work on the
board, feedback was given via comments on boards, and post-it notes added in to group
conversations.

A RESTORATIVE LEARNING THING
Embedding Learning
107

Figure 8. A Restorative Learning Thing – Student Reflection-Reaction Activity. As part of the assessment, students submitted a reflective self-evaluation questionnaire. The structure of this
form aimed to embed reflection as part of the creative process, but also to encourage students to own knowledge creation for themselves instead of looking for it to be validated by
staff, or by an outcome. It used Google Forms.

5. How was that done?
5.1 Ways of participating
Design tools are predominantly about generation, with the common objective of supporting
thinking processes that can drive and capture ideas, outcomes and directions. They are task
oriented unless adapted specifically for a regenerative purpose, as was the case in this Design.
Designers frequently adapt tools, ways-of-working, and thinking, developed in other disciplines to create the infrastructure required for specific knowledge generation purposes
within their projects (Koskinen at al, 2011). Many companies reproduce existing design tools
and methodologies, with slight modifications to suit their organisations needs - appropriation and adaptation are, arguably part of the design process itself.
The virtual creative whiteboard space, Miro, as used in this Design, is the best current example of how generic, yet far, ‘design tools’ have come from their origins. Miro has rationalised
tools, kits and facilitation into templates that any user can choose to apply in their sessions,
without requiring any understanding of design, methods, or meaning. However, with
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knowledge of design, methods and meaning, Miro enables a dynamic virtual, collaborative,
co-creating space. In this Design, the templates and tools designated for task planning or
project management were re-designed and used as vessels for tangibly framing and capturing individual thinking within groups, and facilitating group collaboration. In their new form,
these became tools for storytelling, storying research and building narratives amongst participants who had very different disciplinary perspectives. Figures 5 & 6 show an example of
these in action, populated with student group content.
Danny Jeroense and Olga Potters are advocates of the No School Manifesto, a movement
that wants to open up the meaning of learning, and fundamentally question traditional education, through creativity. They ask “How, as a learner, can you tell which tools best suit your
characteristics and which ones are suitable for what surroundings and problems?” (Ed. Owens, Camuti and & Stevens 2020), and argue that in order to develop new forms of learning
in which creativity is the link, new tools are required. The importance of students being able
to curate the tools, processes and ways-of-working, independently, during the project was
critical to strong engagement in spite of the pandemic, complexity of the learning and multidisciplinary cohort. The way that learning was introduced each week, supported by the audio walkthrough, meant that students were not being forced into full-class, camera-on engagement in real-time every week, instead their primary responsibility was to show up for
their groups. As a cohort, sometimes a 1 hour session was held in the studio Miro (Figure 6.),
where everybody would come together to use the same templates and tools, whilst on their
group audio/video calls - therefore they were present in a common studio, but within the
‘safe place’ of their groups. During these sessions, students would regularly be seen moving
around to look at other groups work, and then go back to their own, an indicator that there
was digital studio peer-learning in the same way as in a physical studio.
Supporting knowledge growth for the explicit purpose of learning and developing common
understanding through participatory discussion, is a practice rooted in reflective thinking
and sharing (Schon, 1987). There are few tool options that deliver purposeful ‘reflection in
action’.
Tools that structure, support and shape learning or sharing through conversation, can readily
be found in therapy and wellbeing practices. There, participants in discussions use tools to
aid storytelling, communicating difficult subjects and speaking to strangers about experiences - inherently complex subject-matter and conversations. Representative objects,
shapes, textures or colours are used as props to guide intuitive and flexible coding that enhances interpretation, language and understanding within these complex discussions.
Design Academy Eindhoven graduate Nicolette Bodewes (2016) created a tactile toolkit designed to be used in psychotherapy sessions, ‘Tools for Therapy’, intended as a “communication toolkit that helps people in therapy express their thoughts”. Bodewes designed the kit –
which features two sets of objects, round sheets of paper and a workbook – after her own
experiences with therapy sessions. The idea of creating a ‘kit of parts’ that students could
use to work on this project, but also take forward into future learning, was a driver for the
approach of customizing and adapting existing tools in Miro. A critical component in the ‘kit’
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was the concluding self-evaluation activity which students undertook (Figure 8.). This was a
device that aimed to embed awareness of their own learning, through a strategic series of
prompts and questions. From this it was clear that the learners not only understood what
they’d learned, but also the ways that they learned were ones which they wanted to take
forward into future projects.
Pioneering graphic designer Bruce Mau argues that the future design workplace is a complex
system, that the complexity of problems faced by design requires a different kind of team
(Mau, 2020). In that context, therapy and wellbeing tools could positively enhance designing
by their potential for carrying multiple meanings, facilitating interpretation and becoming
props for conversations between participants from different practices who come together.
In this learning experience - where students had not worked together or in a multidisciplinary cohort, or with a project that was about positioning their research – the complexity of
the scenario could have been intimidating.
In the Radical Pedagogies project (Colomina, 2015) frameworks of smaller activities were described as creating a network of knowledge that had bigger implications on change. Developing a suite of simple tools to facilitate co-working relied on making these feel familiar, but
equally, on the creation of structures to hold the collaborations, visually. All supports introduced could be appropriated, hacked and used individually and in groups studios alongside
other media that students brought in. All group studios were open, so all students could
move around all the spaces.
Life Coaching has brought some of these tools and thinking to designers and leadership in
the past decade (Ackerman, 2020) as it has become more common to use a coach to support
career development, or growth in response to a career. Often used for individual, personal
learning, they could offer opportunities if applied within team settings where multiple users
are involved simultaneously. The teaching in this Design was structured as a ‘guide’ to learning e.g. talking with groups in the chat stream or via comments (Figure 7.), the use of audio
walk-throughs and different styles of guest/speaker input (Figure 2.) which allowed the student to interpret the learning for themselves, as opposed to their learning journey being dictated. Regular studio ‘surgery sessions’ acted as a prop for addressing gaps or needs in the
delivery, these especially helped to understand when the pace needed to be adjusted, and it
allowed the learning delivery to follow the learner.

5.2 Dialogue shapes collaboration
Having designed and adapted templates, tools and techniques that pre-existed in Miro and
connected those to other media and mediums to form a frame for learning, this Design actively focused on the infrastructure needed to shape dialogues.
This Design sought to develop new knowledge [for the students] about learning [for the
larger research project] through discursive design activities, with the creation of dialogues
that utilised tangible, digital tools and media to support action research ‘in the wild’. Dialogic
Design and Discursive Design are emerging forms of participatory design. Innovation researcher Peter Jones, describes this as the “practice of structuring collective language and
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non-verbal discourse to enact design processes” (Sanders and Stappers, 2012, p. 252). He argues that the role of dialogue in design research is underdeveloped and that a range of appropriate dialogic methods could usefully be employed in design fieldwork and knowledge
translation.
Tharp & Tharp (2013) have played a key role in establishing the field of Discursive Design.
They define this category of creative practice as “the creation of utilitarian objects/services/interactions whose primary purpose is to communicate ideas and —artifacts embedded with discourse. These are tools for thinking; they raise awareness and perhaps understanding of substantive and often debatable issues of psychological, sociological, and ideological consequence.” Their work builds upon the Critical Design language of Dunne and
Raby (Dunne 1999 and Dunne & Raby 2001), and argues that design can communicate substantive ideas that are relevant to individuals, collectives and society as a whole.
Creating ‘discussion tools’ opens up a dialogue between the designer/researcher and stakeholders within a design project. In the case of this Design, the tools employed built a dialogue between the designer/researcher as educator and students, also between students
and design research as a learning context.
A level of deliberate ambiguity and open-mindedness is often leveraged with these discursive instruments, ambiguity allows designers to “suggest issues and perspectives for consideration without imposing solutions… to raise topics or ask questions while renouncing the
possibility of dictating answers” (Tharp and Tharp, 2013). The approach taken in the delivery
of the learning as shown in Figures 2-7 – the week-by-week activities, conversational audio
walkthroughs as a guide for the learning direction, open resources & supports and the design of the virtual studio sessions - embodied this.
Sense-making originated within the communications field where practitioners were searching for new approaches to gain a deeper understanding of communication, through communication-as-dialogue (Dervin and Foreman-Wernet 2003), It is a field that has evolved as a
method of thinking to aid designers in making sense of the complexity of design problems
with which they work. Sense-Making leverages methods which ask participants to narrate
how, when, and where they communicate and how they make sense of information within a
particular situation. Examples of typical sense-making tools might be mind maps, visual representations of practice, journey maps etc. Viewed in this context, the virtual and experiential objects, artefacts and props used by Students in the Design could be understood as
sense-making tools.
Dialogue is a powerful cognitive tool, it is a bridge between states. There is opportunity to
focus in on supporting engagement with design conversations, and through that, learning.
Around the topic of design learning, and it’s application of participatory design and design
tools, it is clear that there are opportunities to be explored. Most notably around how learning conversations are formed, dialogues are shaped and learning is scaffolded.
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6. Creating change that lasts
In attempting to institutionalise participatory ways-of-working and ways-of-learning within
private sector organisations and Design Schools, there is a need to develop new frameworks
and processes that can foster the necessary, sustained, and continuous, dialogue and discourse between disparate Communities of Practice (CoP), over periods of time. These practices can be moved toward becoming Communities of Interest (CoI) where common, underlying thematic themes support innovative design thinking, design doing and design learning.
‘Institutioning’, is an evolving practice addressing the need for strengthened communication
between diverse actors within any institution. It has proved effective in improving participatory design by attempting to shift the institutional framing of actors. Institutioning can be
described as the “gradual process of altering (consolidating or challenging) existing frames of
institutions” (Huybrechts et al. 2017). Successful institutioning requires continuous dialogue
between the disparate actors as the shifts in institutional framing occur through “articulating
and reflecting on the ways in which various public and private institutions explicitly or implicitly ’participate’ in Participatory Design and Co-Design processes” (Huybrechts et al. 2017).
The communication, and narratives created with any Participatory Design activity have an
important role to play in growing the infrastructures that enable Communities of Interest to
work proactively together, and fundamentally, as a mindset for approaching working
together. The scaffolding, however, has to be stable. Organisations and educational contexts
where Participatory Design is a desirable way-of-working and being, require the frameworks
and supports to encourage participatory designing, thinking and learning, to develop. And
those frameworks, the infrastructure, have to be sustainable over time in those
organisations. The process of infrastructuring, is “characterised by a continuous process of
building relations with diverse actors” (Hillgren et al. 2011). Successful infrastructuring can
improve communication and build a resilient learning culture by sustaining, embedding and
empowering Participatory Design beyond its use within client and/or research activities i.e.
moving it toward a culture, a way-of-being.

7. Outcomes: What does the design show?
7.1 Evaluative analysis
The purpose of the evaluation process in this Design was to understand the opportunities for
further learning development in the future. The analysis of the learning delivery, was an intrinsic part of the Design, it included the self-evaluation activity undertaken by students (Figure 8.), and a delivery evaluation analysis exercise (Figure 9., below) undertaken by four
Heads of Department in the School of Design. Developing a mechanism for analysing the
evaluation process, which captured the voices of those who lead the direction of learning
and learners, across the school, was critical. It provided a step toward understanding what
pedagogical support infrastructures may be needed to stabilise new learning developments,
to institution and infrastructure them for a post-anthropocene learner.
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The outcomes of the evaluation and analysis activity were termed as Headlines and Stories.
These focused on narrating how tools and methods developed during in-person learning experiences [across the larger research project], might translate into the remote learning experience as digital or intangible props and tools within this Design. These outcomes created insights around the relationship between research and knowledge generation of learning culture/practicein a private sector multinational context, and learning within an educational institution context.

7.2 Opportunity identification and stories for change
The Characteristics of a Learning Organisation (Marsick and Watkins, 2003) shaped activity
and analysis throughout this Restorative Learning Thing. Having reviewed and coded other,
prior Cases within the larger research project in reference to these characteristics, those opportunities for development had been identified, and incorporated, into this Design.
Some of the analysis themes from the overarching research project became critical in this
Design, as shown in the pink rows in Figures 9. & 10. below. These themes and supporting
Headlines and Stories aligned to multiple learning characteristics (see the key in Figure 9. for
the coding guide) however they have been categorised according to where they have the
most potential for future learning impact and subsequent development. Based on the analysis activity undertaken with the Heads of Department in relation to the evaluation process
(4th column in Figures 9. & 10.) key stories that could be taken forward into future learning
development are those connected to sense-making and reflection-in-action opportunities.
Formative insights centered on support - support for knowledge sharing within non-physical
team spaces, for growing and developing language to share with, and clear, flexible structuring of this so that it can be adapted and navigated by users independently.
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Characteristic

Item

A

UNIVERSAL KEY

1

Observations in all Tables in the Analysis Chapter are coded
using Characteristics of a Learning Organisation (Marsick
and Watkins, 2003). Any observations/input are related to a
characteristic, or an opportunity/need for it. This key details
the characteristics used. and colour system.

Opportunity Headline & Story

Opportunity Insights + Validation

Leadership as Knowledge Broker
Framing the project direction through strategic

DM: The strategic approach employed introduced learners to a more

By creating a topic, and a progressive approach to
learning about it (that used language which implies

this approach introduces a process and tool kit to help the learner

encouraged to create and behave in a change-led,

SR: The language used seems open throughout the project and this

Create continuous learning
Opportunities:

Connect the organisation to its

Learning is designed into work so
that people can learn on the job;
opportunities are provided for

effect of their work on the entire
enterprise; people scan the
environment and use information
to adjust work practices; the
organisation is linked to its com-

tempered or varied to facilitate different levels of student ability and

2

Creating a real-world, experience-based start to
the design journey grounded it

SR: Online learning has brought challenges in terms of the initiation phase of studio projects and the ability to successfully engage

Learners began the programme by undertaking

with my own understanding of best practice in terms of framing the
project in a space that is understandable but also supports students

they translated from their own perspectives, in turn
it created something tangible to anchor group and

Promote inquiry and dialogue:

real to the learners provided a safe place to start,

learning:
and the capacity to listen and

Leaders model, champion, and
support learning; leadership uses
learning strategically for business

3

JPD
educator who used the facilitator mode, where briefs, projects and

the culture is changed to supand become a block for learning but at the same
time, learning in a pandemic lockdown created

Encourage collaboration and
team learning:
Work is designed to use groups
to access different modes of
learn together and work together;
collaboration is valued by the

-

brief was accompanied by an audio walkthrough

Create systems to capture and
share learning:

-

learning rather than trying to replicate what we did in previous years

provided what felt like personal input, thoughts
and direction for each participant to interpret as

Both high- and low-technology
systems to share learning are
created and integrated with work;
access is provided; systems are

learning and will likely take some years to develop modes of delivery

effective because learners could pause, replay,
-

Gap/ Missing characteristic

AOK

lectures was a very valuable addition to the project and allowed for
an approachable personal style of delivery that students could relate

when and how they used input

4

DM
guest lectures made expert knowledge accessible
and relatable.
Both the lecturer and guest lecture were able to support the individual
student via two-person Zoom meetings to ensure the content/topics

ence was countered by constructing different ways
ing an informal interview structure, conducted as a
two-person zoom session, guest speakers were part

AOK: This approach was trialled in the last academic year and worked

set encouraged depth of thinking around areas that
an informal structure rather than a longer lecture that often disengages

Figure 9. Evaluation and analysis activity ‘sheet’ detailing the Headlines and Stories that fall under
the ‘Leadership as Knowledge Broker’ theme. The first column contains the coded characteristics of each Headline/story, 2nd column is priority ranking, 3rd column is the Headline and
Story, 4th column is the captured input of Heads of Department. Themes are shown in order
of identified priority.

Characteristic Item

B
1

Opportunity Headline & Story

Opportunity Insights + Validation

Sense-making
Building a common language for all materials,
learning, and input made new learning scalable
for each participant.
Scaling the programme was not the priority in this
iteration but scaling each learner’s ability to navigate new kinds of thinking and learning, to be con-

system that was simple yet progressive provided a

Characteristic

Item

Opportunity Headline & Story

Opportunity Insights + Validation

C
Designing a rhythm across each day, weeks and
months allowed for different phases of learning.

DM

the introduction of terminology can be useful for students who may

Applying the notion of learning phases to this
programme encouraged its learners to move

weekly class sessions appear to have provided the students with

Accompanying footnotes promote inclusive and non-judgemental

and sharing across the studio day, and through

AOK: The students came from a variety of courses and had expe-

ers to absorb and understand actions or thinking,
between their generating activities, something

JPD: Language and the introduction of ‘new’ language is extremely
important to help students develop a broad design lexicon which is

1

modes of teaching and learning that scaled in and out from individ-

that despite the variety of learning phases everything still largely rewas really important for the students to develop their meta cognitive

Physical actions can be achieved but are now done by the individual

the generation of this common language, it allows a simple intuitive

2
2

Speaking to a cross-disciplinary group required
multimedia tools and prompts.
Learners were coming together from across
cross-disciplinary cohort, with different VAKTS

AOK: The variety of teaching tools used for learning and feedback
were appropriate for the group and is consistent with the types of
feedback given to other year groups, apart from audio notes which are

Feeding in to digital studio boards created meaningful exchanges and stronger relationships with
a remote cohort.

SR: Delivering taught content remotely is challenging but the project seems to have successfully leveraged a number of online tools
to invite and secure engagement at an early stage (audio roadmaps,
boards seem to have provided an anchor point for the projects and

struggle without formal feedback especially mixed ability and PONS

objects, items, points and for it to remain visible

act as a clear guide for lecturers to understand engagement and

and resonance with learners, and traceability for

the learning were curated across a range of text-

AOK
with verbal ‘tutoring’ on Google meet-ups, the
groups received feedback in a range of forms comments pinned to boards & work, audio notes,

3

Designing templates that acted as interactive
boundary objects [within group-work] captured
the knowledge generated.

SR

D

Mutual-learning

1

Commoning the programme planning and design

be guided through what amounts to a very open learning space but
tions, and shaped the development of knowledge,
sharing and interacting in the same way as a
boundary object might have done in real expe-

has affected who engages with which content? How does this affect
the learning experience of extroverts v introverts?

because they visually captured the images, texts

groups worked alongside each other, on common activities/canvasses, so it created informal

created equity and a common start-point for all

notes went up, all students had visibility and could
see what others were being told - transparency

the learning in an attempt to create opportunity
These templates also
made leading simple because conversations and
developments were anchored in an ‘object’ on
the board - increased transparency of interaction,

DM

thinking and trust through transparent working
approaches.

of pre-structuring should also stimulate engagement and support

could use other groups notes or suggestions if
appropriate to them
2

Opening up conversations about group-work
making it visible, accessible and showing the
development of ‘feedback thinking’ was positive.

DM: The use of frequent real-time feedback loops is high effective in
providing students individually and collectively with the information
they need to develop their work, This is not always possible in the

Bringing in a speaker to be part of the ‘in-board’
feedback, in a conversational style in the chat
stream was a breakthrough - it was fast and easy
talk on a call whilst doing it and the students loved
the rich feedback that came out of our conversation in the chat, they got a lot more from it

2

Figure 10. Evaluation and analysis activity sheet (cont.) showing the Headlines and Stories that fall
under ‘Sense-making’ theme (left) and Reflection-in-Action and Mutual-Learning (right)
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7.3 Value recommendations
Shaped by the Opportunity Insights & Validation within the evaluation process (Figures 9. &
10.), value recommendations from this Design can be outlined and captured as impact
routes for future iterations or models. The Value Recommendations for the design of learning are:
•

Connecting - Playful, informal and conversational communication enhanced the
learning experience by making it accessible to all. The learning material attempted to generate a common language infrastructure, promoting accessibility
through familiarity.

•

Experiencing - Providing a visually-led infrastructure (to both the designing and
the learning progress) that felt tangible, was critical to the impact of new, multidisciplinary and virtual learning. Rooting learning in a physically experienced exercise anchored it to something real, which was important to the success of the
virtual delivery.

•

Collaborating - Co-working, discussing and co-creative thinking are not necessarily things that every learner can do easily, therefore support structures and
prompts are needed to scaffold the process of working together, in new ways,
and with new people.

•

Iterating - Creating a learning structure that follows the learner (in the first iteration) encourages it to be responsive to needs, and therefore, through an evolving approach to development, a restorative experience. Basing a learning structure on actual experience of learning is critical.

•

Adapting - Approaching the learning structure, and direction of learning, fluidly
allowed for opportunities to address blocks that came up which enabled a readiness and ability of learners to progress with the programme. Generating weekly
briefs in real-time, issued at the same slot each week in advance of the session,
created pace, but also the capacity to re-focus, recap or redress elements of the
learning experience.

8. Designing opportunity: A learning framework
The need uncovered is for Designed Learning to not only be a student experience, but for it
to be reimagined as a mode or method for developing, shaping and delivering institutional
or organizational knowledge. For that to happen it must move from being considered as either a step in a project process or a disciplinary domain, and instead, be a way-of-working, a
way-of-thinking applied broadly across the cultural and creative sector. Addressing this need
could further encourage the development and introduction of non-generative tools, techniques and thinking as Design Learning Things that could grow into a restorative learning
philosophy, in and for the future.
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To build a learning-led culture in any organization, but especially within Higher Education Institutions, the development of a restorative designed learning framework, and dialogue
tools - co-created with students using Participatory Design methodology – is necessary.
Through this, effective institutioning of a Designed Learning approach could enhance pedagogical delivery

9. Conclusion
The opportunity presented with this Design is one for shaping a Designed Learning Framework to support transdisciplinary, team-based thinking and learning. Rooted in dialogic and
discursive methods, informed by Participatory Design techniques, the framework could become a fluid structure to support designed learning. Both the opportunity and the need can
be met by institutioning Designed Learning within organisations where multidisciplinary
teams work together in the transdisciplinary space.
For that to happen, leadership must move beyond managing, and building the ‘business’ and
begin to act as Knowledge Brokers. Without brokering, Designed Learning and supported
knowledge sharing, organisations and institutions will struggle to address all the challenges
of a post-pandemic, post-anthropocene world.
In an attempt to move toward that allocentric place, within the Creative Futures Academy
project at NCAD, the Design, as described in this paper, has evolved into cross-institutional
infrastructures that support the establishment of a new Designed Learning Framework for
the culture and creative sectors in Ireland. It has led to the development of a robust Proofof-Concept Pedagogical Delivery Framework, and a Proof-of-Concept Evaluation Framework
within the Creative Futures Academy project at NCAD during its first academic year, in
2021/22. In this current application, the knowledge, research and experience of delivering
the Design has become a mode for shaping, facilitating, interpreting and intervening in,
through and for restorative learning for the Cultural and Creative sectors in Ireland. It could
very well be an agent of change that Paula Antonelli hoped for in her Broken Nature (2019)
essay.
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